Criterion C: Project schedule

Details

Comments and
follow up

Date

Action

6 Dec

Teacher introduced
project

A

14 Jan

Initial proposal submitted

A

5 Feb

Interview with Carlos
Salazar

28 Feb

Write the
transcript

Date completed

Criterion

7 Feb

A

Work started on feasibility
and analysis

14 March

B

2 May

Teacher introduce criteria
D

3 may

D

2 May

Started background
reading criteria D

2 may

D

5 May

Database Design

5 may

design the tables

Arrange an
interview with
client to discuss...

D
this is very
importune

7 may

D

because this is the
main structure of
my table, i need to
have the correct
tables in order to
have the correct
data save
set relationships

I join all the related
table

8 may

create my tables

assistance table,
stock table, tools
taken per employee
table, employee
information table

2jun

add some information

add information but
make up information

25 Jul

meeting with my client

talk about the layout
of the form, which
color he will prefer
the form, and to
collect the company
logo

25 jul

D

3 aug

create my relations

connect the primaries
key with the related
non primary key

3 aug

D

7 may

include validation

7 may

D

29 may

D

3jun
D

10 aug

star creating the queries

10 sep

i started with the forms

the query to find the
total amount of tools
being used, the query
to find which tool
took each employe,
query to find which
employ got that tool
and the query to
calculate the hours
work and the amoint
of extra hours

to create the query
to find the amount
of tools being
used was the most
difficult as is not a
normal query y a
croostab query
and i didn't know
how to create one
of those

The stock form, the
employee
information
Collect the data,
information of
employee and stock

D
5 sep

25 sep

D

I took the photo of
the employe

1oct

D

Changing the
format of picture
took me a lot of
time

15 oct

D

Oct 1

Client meeting

Oct 10

Add data

Oct 20

Create report

25oct

D

Oct 26

Create bottoms

28oct

D

7nov

Finish assessment

7 nov

D

12 Nov

Receive Feedback

20 Nov

Start Criteria E

12 Dec

Criteria E feedback

5 Jan

Interview with client,
Feedback from client

7 Jan

Product evaluation and
future product
development.

18 Jan

Final version

I didn’t do bad I it.
I had to crop the
picture as I had
full screen
pictures

6 Dec

E

E
Carlos seems to
be very pleased
with the product.

We did PDF file
also

5 Jan

F

18 Jan

F

18 Jan

